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Tides of Darkness

The Troll Saga
Part 1

Your Troll leader, Zuljin, has been captured by small but effective Dalaran nation awaiting 
execution.  They have taken him to the prison at Midel, the biggest prison of Dalaran.  He is protected 
well and will be hard to rescue.  Rescue Zuljin then destroy Midel so that no more Orcs or Trolls will 
be captured from there.  When you have rescued Zuljin, take him to the Circle of Power where he will 
be safe.

The Blackrock Clan has won a important battle against Azeroth forcing their leader, Lothar, to 
disguise himself as a knight for Dalaran.  He will be protected by Dalaran as best they can but you 
should be able to break through the defenses.  There are two guarding parties, one is a decoy, the other 
has Lothar in it.  Pick the right one!!!  When you do, kill Lothar which will give you a major victory 
and will probable be the fall of the humans!!!

Somewhere near Midel is a major farm operation that is feeding Dalaran and Alterac.  Destroy 
all the farms and watch the twos nations starve!!!

A Dark Portal unknown to the humans is in the middle of your camp.  Some human spies have 
given word to the leader of Dalaran.  He is going to send word to the other nations about the Dark 
Portal making it impossible for you to hold off all the nations of humans that will be trying to destroy 
the Dark Portal.  You must take out all the Dalaran people and the two major shiports they have or risk
being slaughtered!!!!!

Mission Objectives
-Rescue Zujin
-Return him to the circle of power
-Destory both Shiports
-Find Lothar and kill him
-Destroy the farm operation
-Destroy the Dalaran nation

Player Properties

Blue ~~~~> You (Orc)



Green ~~~> Rescue (Zuljin)
Violet ~~~~> Computer (human)

Map Properties

Map Name: Troll1
Terrain: Winter
rock: Tons!!
trees: medium
water: not much
gold mines: 1
oil patches: 2
ice: a little

Note

If you like the Troll Saga or want to send me comments please E-Mail me over America On-
line.

My user name is Chapman7.

Thanx WarCraft 2 fans,
Chapman7


